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Letter from the Editor
Dear Readers,
These past few weeks, many of us have had the pleasure of spending extra time with our
families and loved ones. I’ve spent this holiday break cozied up in Jacksonville, Florida,
visiting with my parents and parents-in-law, five siblings and their spouses, three nieces
and four nephews, and all of our respective dogs and cats. Christmas evening, after the
food and presents, lights and festive commotion, my husband, Mike, and I needed a
little quiet and some new air, so we slipped out and made the short drive to the beach.
We shed our slip-on shoes where the sidewalk met the sand and rolled our jeans
halfway between knee and ankle. The sand furthest from the shoreline was dry,
conformed cold and pillow-like to our bare feet. As we walked by the hotels circled with
strings of white lights, Mike and I kept our shoulders close to make a barrier against the
wind, blowing sharply off the ocean. We walked for almost a mile like that, watching
boat lights shrink and fade into the dark horizon of the Atlantic, though we were walking
towards them.
On the way back to our car, we passed an apartment with bay windows lit dimly,
perhaps by the glow of a television. “Look,” I said and pointed. In the first-floor window,
a grey cat curled into a ball on the padded bench. Mike paused on the sidewalk. “Look,”
he said and pointed higher. Above us, in the second-floor window, a calico cat licked her
white paw. “Neighbors.”
I wonder if I would have seen that second cat if I’d been walking alone. Those two
just seemed to fit in a picture together. Where my sight is limited, I feel grateful to have
friends who will expand it. I feel grateful as well to the contributing writers and artists of
Every Pigeon who show us all new ways of looking at our world and point out things we
might have missed otherwise. Issue 2 is dazzling and dark. Please enjoy it with a friend.
Love,
Jubalee
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Traffic
Excerpted from Went Out Laughing
David Henson

There’s that thing at the end of Romeo and Juliet where both of the main characters get
more important because they kill themselves. Like, the whole city shuts down and
everyone grinds their teeth and you’re left to assume that nothing ever happened again
after that, or if it did, it didn’t really matter because it couldn’t hold a candle to
something so big. Nothing shut down for my sister. They should have covered the
skyscrapers downtown with giant tarps, covered the streets in Persian rugs, and let us
lead a barefoot parade through the busiest intersections. Instead we chugged along
through construction and traffic, watching everyone go about their days, pretending
they couldn’t feel our pain radiating out in every direction.
A moving truck cut us off on the way to the cemetery and we lost the hearse. I was
scared they would bury Emily somewhere we could never find her and it would be the
same as if she never existed. Someone from the funeral home had offered to chauffeur
us, but the old man insisted on driving. He’d shown up in his old tan Buick Park Avenue
and made me and Mom sit in the back. It smelled musty inside. I knew it’d been sitting
in the garage at his old house ever since he moved in with us. He said he’d had to wake
up a neighbor to give him a jump since he hadn’t driven it in so long.
A diagonal row of orange traffic cones sliced the road down to one lane and made
it impossible to pass. The old man swerved back and forth in our lane but it didn’t
matter, there was nowhere to go. At one point I saw the moving truck driver in the long
side mirror. He was just a bearded college kid, nodding along to some radio song I
couldn’t hear. He clearly had no idea he’d separated the head from our little funeral
caterpillar.
“Perfect,” said Mom.
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The truck’s brake lights came to life and the old man nearly ran into the back of
it. I noticed I was breathing hard.
“What’s the cemetery?” I said.
I kept running my fingers between the seatbelt strap and the clip-on tie Mom had
handed me as we walked out the door.
“It’s the place where they plant humans like seeds,” said the old man.
“Jesus,” said Mom.
I sort of couldn’t believe the old man was still saying things like that, especially
today. Mostly because Mom hated it when he talked like that, but also because I’d
always kind of thought he was joking, and today didn’t seem like a day for jokes.
“I mean, what’s the name of the cemetery,” I said. “We know, right?”
I watched him smoothing the air bubbles out from under the decal they’d given
us, a plain white see-through cross. The other drivers had stuck theirs in the corner of
their windows, but the old man had slapped ours directly in the middle of the
windshield. I wondered if that was what you were supposed to do if you were the closest
family members.
“We know,” said Mom.
She sounded like she was angry at me. Usually I would have left it at that, but I
was more worried about losing track of my sister than what would happen if Mom had a
meltdown.
“Can you just say it so I know we know?” I said.
Mom hadn’t said more than a dozen words since the paramedics left the house
with Emily’s body under a sheet, the two burly men struggling to keep the stretcher flat
as they brought it up the steep basement stairs. I didn’t even know about the funeral
until Mom knocked on my door that morning and grabbed my black dress shirt and
pleated gray pants out of the closet and tossed them onto the bed. I hadn’t been to
school for two days and I was hoping they were going to let me skip the last month of
sixth grade.
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“Your grandfather knows,” said Mom.
That wasn’t a good sign. If she was relying on him for the specifics of anything,
we were all in trouble.
“I know that your sister isn’t actually in that hearse,” he said.
His eyes found me in the rearview mirror. It felt like he was daring me to say
something back to that, something that would definitely piss off Mom.
“But you helped carry her in there,” I said, trying to point out some real world
thing that had happened. He hadn’t really carried her, though. There weren’t enough
men to support the weight of the casket, so the old man and my uncle Bill rested a hand
on either side as it was wheeled out to the hearse on a metal cart.
“Fisher, did that look anything like your sister?” he said. “Wasn’t there something
essential missing?”
I was about to press my cheek up against the cool window to try to calm myself
down when something crashed into the roof of the car. I imagined a bird dropping dead
out of the sky, something large, like a bald eagle or a hawk, but then I saw Mom’s fist. It
was still shaking as she lowered it back down to her lap.
“Enough of your bullshit,” she said. “Just get us to the goddamn cemetery.”
We’d inched so close to the back of the truck that I couldn’t see the traffic light. It
felt like it’d been red for forever. The old man put the car in reverse and backed up as
much as he could without hitting the jeep behind us, then shifted back into drive and
started pulling into the right lane. The side of the Buick bumped a traffic cone but it
didn’t stop the old man. He slowly pulled all the way into the blocked lane, rolling over
one orange cone after another, each one making a dull thud as we watched the tip
disappear below the hood. We hit every cone in our path, the scraping getting louder
with each bent piece of rubber that went under.
As we passed the moving truck, another bearded college kid sitting in the
passenger seat turned to watch us. When he saw the cross on the windshield he looked
like he suddenly got it, and he flipped his head around, probably to tell the driver what
they’d done.
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The light was still red by the time we pulled up beside the hearse. The funeral
home director looked over at us with big eyes, then down to the front of the car where
I’m sure there was a pile of cones sticking out. We couldn’t go any farther because of the
flashing electronic construction sign blocking the exposed manhole. A few confused
construction workers were standing around behind the sign, scratching their faces and
giving us their full attention. The sign only blinked two different words: SLOW / HOLE .
“Asshole is more like it,” muttered Mom.
The light turned green and the moving truck held its position while the old man
tried to shake off some of the cones by driving quickly back and forth. Eventually he got
rid of enough that we could drive forward again into the empty space the hearse had left
behind. We caught up and took our place behind it, where we belonged.
“They’ll have to try harder than that if they wanna get rid of us,” said the old man.
We pulled over into the patchy green grass when we’d snaked our way far enough
through the cemetery.
“Open the door for your mother,” said the old man as he got out and went to wait
for the funeral director to unlatch the back of the hearse.
“I can open my own door,” said Mom, but she just sat there, her seatbelt still
buckled tight.
She was wearing her biggest sunglasses, and angling her head just enough toward
me that I couldn’t see her eyes at all. I’d already undone my belt but I sat there for a
minute too, hoping that mimicking her was the right move.
Through the windshield we could see the old man discussing something with the
funeral director. I’d forgotten his name immediately after he told us. I wasn’t going to
ask him for anything and I certainly wasn’t going to say hello if I ever saw him again.
The funeral director pointed at the grass and the old man tapped his forehead like he
was thinking hard about something.
“I know you thought your dad would show up today,” said Mom.
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She’d turned toward her own window, toward the endless rows of gravestones
jammed into the earth, and the stray statues and monuments that towered over some of
them, casting long shadows. For once, I’d forgotten to think about Dad at all.
“Did you call him?” I said.
“No,” she said. “He can’t fix this.”
“But he knows,” I said.
“Probably,” she said.
“Probably?”
She bent at the waist and adjusted her black tights near her ankle.
“It doesn’t matter,” she said. “He doesn’t matter.”
The was a tap tap tap on my window and I reached out to roll it down.
“The grass is too damp for the cart,” said the old man as he lowered his head into
view. “I need to recruit a few more pallbearers to carry her the rest of the way.”
“Get Bill’s new idiot girlfriend to help,” said Mom.
“One step ahead of you,” said the old man. “I just need the boy, and we’ll be set.”
I didn’t know if he was asking Mom for permission or if I was supposed to get out
of the car and go with him. I stared at the headrest of the empty driver’s seat and waited
for some kind of sign.
When Mom didn’t say anything, the old man opened the door.
“Wait,” said Mom.
She stuck her arm out in front of my chest, like she’d slammed on the brakes and
didn’t want me to fly forward and hit my head. She wasn’t touching me but she wasn’t
moving her arm either. She was doing something strange with her closed lips, like she
was taking quick, painful bites at them, and I wondered if she was crying underneath
those enormous sunglasses. She put her arm down and took a deep breath.
“Okay,” she said. “Go help.”
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They put me in the middle on the left. Uncle Bill’s girlfriend kept stepping on my
heels. I didn’t know her name either. The old man was directly across the casket from
me. I think the funeral director and the guy who drove the hearse were carrying most of
the weight, but the old man and I probably seemed like the only ones doing any of the
heavy lifting from the way we were both twisting up our faces.
There were three chairs set up for us a few feet from the hole. Everybody else was
expected to stand. Mom still hadn’t walked over from the car by the time the priest was
ready to make his stupid speech. The old man took a seat and told me to run back and
get her.
I squished my way to the narrow road, figuring that jogging was probably
throwing muddy splatters onto the back of my pants. It didn’t matter. I should have
been able to smear my whole face with mud if I wanted to. When I got to the Buick it
was empty. I spun around and inspected the group of people near the grave but there
were so few it was easy to see that Mom wasn’t one of them. I went from panic to anger
really fast. The wind blew against my back and I turned into it. There was Mom,
balancing on her tall heels, wobbling up the gravel road toward the cemetery entrance.
I ran to her. I wanted to shout as I ran, say something that would make her stop
in her tracks, but I didn’t feel like I had that kind of power anymore. I made it to her side
and slowed down to her pace.
“Everyone’s ready,” I said.
“I’m not ready,” she said, still walking.
“I think this part is pretty short,” I said. “The old man said it’s just another thing
we have to get through.”
“I don’t care,” said Mom. “I’m so sick of the shit he says.”
The road was curving ahead of us and I thought about how long it took to wind
our way this deep into the cemetery. It would take a while to make it back to the front
gate on foot.
“Please don’t make me do this alone,” I said.
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“None of this means anything to me,” said Mom. “I can’t see myself here.
I can’t...”
She didn’t finish her thought. Her voice sounded weird, like she forgot who I was
and was talking to another adult or something.
“I can see you, Mom.”
“No, you all can only see what I’m supposed to be,” she said. “And how I’m
supposed to be it. Like the T-Rex, remember? It can only see you when you move?”
“I don’t know,” I said.
I remembered the movie but I didn’t know what it had to do with Mom or the
funeral. I was thinking about the part where the paleontologist waves the flares, to
distract the dinosaur from getting the kids. It seemed like Mom was thinking about a
different part.
“I’ll be home eventually,” she said. “Go back and be with your sister, and your
grandfather. They’re waiting on you.”
I knew there was no point arguing with her. She never did what I asked anymore,
no matter how much I begged or cried. I stopped in the middle of the road and watched
her go. She didn’t turn around once, and we didn’t see her again until it was already
dark the next day.
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Poem Down Armitage Avenue
Chicago. Mid-February. 9:42p.m.
Matthew DeMarco

Sound like damp
thud-crunch over my shoulder.
Plastic bag under tire.
H
U
E
S
The graffiti on the side of the taquería's green awning.
Snow's gone frozen and gray,
piled into Rocky Mountain banks on the sidewalk.
Holds tight a white torn-off car bumper.
St. Augustine College:
twelve windows, one story.
Tore the page
trying to make ink show up.
So many craft-brew cardboard six-pack labels in the bar window.
Blinking hazards behind the crook of my elbow.
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Can't warm up at the laundromat—
it's closed.
Walgreens it is.
Notice the arced lamps curved
like broad violin fs
hang banners with pictures
of waving American flags,
say “Hi-Fi Video.”
Here's a guy buying kettle corn
wearing a bicycle helmet over a wool hat
and three coats.
Lady with turquoise hair-tips stocks makeup.
So many assortments of foundation.
I don't need anything here.
Feet planted in Cosmetics,
head down and doodling.
Avoided eyes with Turquoise Lady who rolls
a cart away—gramble-rattle cart sound.
I should buy something.
Singing heart-shaped balloons
if you press the button.
A done-up mannequin head
sporting a Chicago Bulls hat.
Merengue, then
light sax jazz.
What will fit in my pocket?
I always need lip balm.
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There are—no shit—68 varieties of lip balm here.
Buy the more familiar brand
at the lowest price point: Blistex.
WIC center is empty.
The lights are still on.
Four rows of stackable
and folding chairs.
Rows and rows of Kix
and bags of dry beans.
An awning says:
Armitage Melding & Hardware, Inc.
Sign above the door says:
Orlandi Valuta
Envíos de dinero $
Poster in the window:
A
BABY
Changed
Everything.
(Mary in blue and white in the family way.)
Hands going cold again.
Key-shaped cutout in the window.
Models in Gucci sunglasses in the window.
Thought I saw cop lights over my shoulder.
The “OPEN” sign LEDs of La Bomba.
Smiling cartoon beaver on the side of a brick two-flat,
five feet tall striking a “That's All Folks” pose.
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Marquee:
CARIBEF E LHOME
Watch a Goya tomato sauce can
grow four times its size
on an LED screen
at the corner by the minimart.
Lucky Vito's Pizzeria sign.
I never noticed how the red arrow
where the phone number is written
points to my apartment
when I'm three and a half feet
from the north side
of the southwest corner
at Kimball and Armitage
and my right arm is set
to hit the traffic pole.
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Irish Roundabouts
Fred Dale

At first, observe them from a safe distance.
Note the politics of their motion,
the swarm around the trunk. It’s in the approach—
no different than jumping rope,
the way girls circled their arms into a frenzy
when they realized a boy wanted to play.
I’d count quietly in my head, listening
for the sharp spaces within their rhythm,
the open air to step through the corded flurry
that could take my head off,
the beat of the skip to know I was safe.
I’d whisper with my privy lips the secret chants
of the rope turners, as they’d work with me
once I’d made it within their whirling.
But a roundabout is a fury of cars,
not quite jumping rope. Or,
think of them as stars shedding their planets,
an adherence to natural laws that says,
drop them unannounced in the middle of cities,
and we’ll know what to do: grit our teeth,
accelerate into the blender of them.
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Spellbound
Fred Dale

Before I knew the difference between long i and short i,
tidy appeared in a column of vocabulary words,
spellbinding me with questions.
Was I witnessing how the world changes for adults,
when one day certain words are judged okay
to place in polite conversation, and more importantly,
why only the one tidy, and not the pair?
I spread the word, told the fellas the scandal of our luck.
We giggled, pushed the days out in front of us like lawnmowers
to get to that word’s assigned day,
and when the teacher read long i tidy,
asked us to repeat after her, tidy, we did so bewildered,
de-mapped on the spot, sounding the word out.
It was there all along, the betrayal of nuance,
the unteachable labyrinth of letters upon letters.
How could I ever trust again the tongue, and you, eyes,
my betrayers, such words, such places that kept us afloat?
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Aperture
Nick Sweeney
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Padiddle
Leandra Lee

My subconscious yearns for you. On the way back from class, we all turn our lights on.
The rain starts coming down in sheets. A beat up Nissan is down a headlight. When the
driver gets it replaced, I wonder if it will be one of those ugly fluorescent bulbs that
shine more blue than white. Regardless, I pump my fist up to the upholstered roof of
my car.
Padiddle.
Thursday night, I lie on my bed and watch a movie in French so that I have to
read the subtitles, therein distracting myself from the loneliness that is growing in my
chest. I have undoubtedly lost my edge. I drive myself to Cookout and eat corn dogs at
one in the morning. When I asked my sisters if they wanted me to come home and take
them to the State Fair, they both said no, so I settle for this.
Friday morning, I go to class; I am unprepared to discuss the poems we were
supposed to read. I feel awful when I find out that the poems were written by a former
student, who was paralyzed and is now deceased. This should make me cherish what I
have, but instead I worry that I’m not good enough to get published, and I proceed make
too much noise eating my peanut butter crackers. In my next class, I listen to poetry and
jazz and worry about being a racist when I know I’m not. (But if I know I’m not, then
why would I worry?) I go home and, under the guise of working better under pressure,
take a two-hour nap instead of writing a paper that’s due at midnight. I wake up groggy
and get in the car to drive a half an hour to pick up my paycheck and promptly blow it
on alcohol and whatever else my weekend entails.
Friday night, I feel sober as Chloe calls the Uber, but my vision blurs as I ride
shotgun. I see a car with a single headlight eye, a sedan winking at me as I begin to feel
the alcohol in my knees. I turn to Chloe and pass the wink on before tapping the roof
and whispering:
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“Padiddle.”
At the party, we find our friends and get a cup of beer. We chug because I hate the
taste of beer. Hours later, after almost everyone goes home, I am drenched in sweat and
a song that I cannot remember is stuck in my head. The ceiling fan in the frat house has
a bulb out and I can’t breathe. My vision goes fuzzy, and I rush outside. A group of
smokers waiting for their Ubers stands by the door, and one of them bellows “She’s
gonna puke!”
I run to the tree line to force a breath of too-warm autumn air into my lungs. As
my breathing gets more and more labored, I thrust a middle finger behind my back
towards the smokers. When I get my breath back and my vision is no longer clogged
with the colored dots that accompany lack of oxygen to the brain, I think of the missing
light inside the house and mouth:
Padiddle.
Saturday morning, I wake up too early, try my best to look human, and take my
car to the shop for an oil change two thousand miles overdue. One of the vehicles up on
the stilts is missing the right side of the hood, headlight included—a battle-wound from
a wreck.
Padiddle.
Saturday night I sip a drink served tall and garnished with Maraschino cherries
because the bartender only asked if we were over twenty-one, not to see our IDs. I boast
to a forty-something woman about how I’m going to be a writer while I think my best
Bukowski thoughts and try to conjure up a reality where my drink doesn’t taste like
lemon Pledge.
I drive home from the bar and flick the ceiling too hard but in unison with Chloe
as we plow through a yellow light. The second party of the night ensues and malt liquor
smells like bad decisions and I want to go home. As we stand on the side of the street,
several cars fly by us and a shirtless man stands on the street and screams “Slow down!”
Our Uber has one yellow headlight and one God-awful fluorescent headlight. I count it.
Padiddle.
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Sunday I wake up at two PM. I roll out of bed and to the dollar store to buy milk
and eggs. I complain about being broke to my Nana. I get home and get back in bed.
Five PM feels like eleven AM and I think about how if I died my roommate would only
find me when he came to gripe about my cat meowing too loudly.
After hours of being stagnant, I make myself get up. I ignore the pile of clean but
unfolded laundry next to my door, instead commending myself for at least having done
half of it. I take my keys and get in my car and I barely have time to start the engine
before my tears start falling down in their predetermined tracks. I drive for what feels
like hours, but it’s only minutes, and I try to keep my eyes open and my hands at ten
and two.
Before I know it, I’m back at the South End of Wrightsville Beach, and although
all I’ve done is cry and swallow salt water, I feel happier than I have in days.
On my drive back home, I click the automatic windows and roll them down. The
night is cool but also warm, and the sky is starless, and as the instrumental song blares
from my speakers, filling my small radius of influence with music, all of the cars have a
matching pair of glowing headlights.
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I Spend My Time Now
Richard Brobst

I spend my time now
watching people leave,
pull out of driveways
in their sad cars,
waving like an elephant
separated from its herd
and wandering alone
on the dusty plains.
They come, they go.
They come, they go.
They no longer come.
I envision myself
that lonely pachyderm
dead in the bush,
no one to hide my bones.
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In the Terminal
Michelle Brooks

Sometimes I still wait for my dad
to land, my childhood a dream
from which I can’t quite wake. Years
later, he still taught ground school,
still took students for their first flights.
A student flew into a power line,
their plane exploding into flames,
both dead before the ashes consumed
the ground. Someone called to tell me,
from the tiny orange terminal, the place
I had spent all those childhood Saturdays,
reading books and dreaming of big cities,
while my dad made extra money to pay
my mother’s medical bills. People talk
about when flying was glamorous,
when beautiful women presented you
meals under bell jars. I never traveled
that way. Instead, I rode in the luggage
area of a Cessna, stowed away, a carry-on
that he never forgot to take with him.
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Since God Could Not Be Everywhere
Michelle Brooks

It looks cold out there, my mother said,
whenever skies went overcast,
forcing us into layers and jackets,
no matter the temperature. I loved
this sweet maternal tick in a woman
whose own life had offered little
in the way of benign comforts. It’s another
Mother’s Day, and she’s still gone. I guess
that’s not going to change. When she felt
stressed, my mother made lists, Things To Do
Today and From The Desk Of scraps littered
the house, some items never crossed.
I think of my own lists, the ones written
between the lines. And when the sky clouds
and it’s warm, I find myself chilled, as if
the way it looked were enough to make it true.
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Poignancies
Sneha Subramanian Kanta

Forgive thaw
I look at the residue of waves
froth, half-shells and sunset
no voice except its soft belly
gurgling with tides. The sky,
scarred with trails of airplanes
resurrects itself, coagulates.
But the sea
you spend several sunsets
trying to grasp an element
sea-salt strokes your hair
enlightenment is subterranean.
A harp carries you
all light is an open yard.
I kneel to an invisible mercy
under omnipresent starlight.
If you hear me, forgive thaw.
Forgive how it lightens
leaving behind a sea.
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In Your i
Eric Owen

A graphite halo hovers over a tiny staff. Sometimes it spins like the rings of Saturn;
sometimes it elongates like a slow-motion tear. I’ve uncovered and uncrumpled sheets
upon sheets of your letters. My favorite is that vertical vowel peppering your page like an
exclamation mark in the midst of a cartwheel.
“This weekend, my family visited Matia Island. We rode two ferries: the Klickitat
and the Kittitas.” Your inept teacher left you nothing but a crimson “Tell me more” in
the margin. Hoops, droplets, stars, and even one dolphin skimmed above the midpoint
of that line. They provided enough material for even the dullest of craftsmen to fashion
an inviting home.
Outside your vowels, my world stretches too far. I quiver when I see a clear sky,
imagining all the possible paths across it. My eyes ping and pong, searching for a corner
in which to shrink. My pupils dilate, colonizing my eyeballs. I lose the boundary between
the Earth and me.
When the terrifying, picturesque expanses threaten me with such blind levity, I
wrap myself in my thickest thermal underwear, heaviest hooded sweatshirt, three stiff
pairs of jeans, and steel-toed boots. Not soon enough, I find myself falling face first into
your familiar trash bin. My hands quiver and fumble as my ears and fingers anticipate a
paper’s crinkle.
One day, the loop of that letter of yours will collapse in on itself. No longer
anchored halfway between the top and bottom lines, it will dot-dot-dot your manuscript
like an ellipsis plodding across the page. That day, I will take your papers to the cavern
of an industrial cement mixer. I will initiate the machine, and smother myself in your
sheets one last time.
I could resign myself to this self-cementing, but it sits second-best among
solutions. In first place, I shrink myself into a homunculus and take refuge inside your i.
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Parents of Two Young Children
Mary Wlodarski

In the rush
of our lives
my husband texts me—
that and email
now, the way
we converse.
I live you
I know just what he means.
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About Face
Amy Baskin

one week before we moved near Denver
Paul kissed me at the top of the slide
I raced home on my tricycle, downhill
towards the crumbling cement patio in
our Chicago apartment complex
took a tumble
skidded on the blacktop on my nose
swollen, stopped up, tear-streaked
my mother rocked me on the covered shag toilet seat
hydrogen peroxide-soaked cotton balls
bubbled pink I gargled Listerine to rinse away the iron tang
I dreamed that night that my nose was unharmed
and happy right where it was, sniffing Paul’s Dial soap
on his neck at the top of the slide
but when I awoke breath stale mouth dry
I returned to the bathroom mirror
fluorescent lights bearing down on me
bruised, green scab healed thick
like an uncured slab of bacon across
my burnt and broken bridge
and when the scab was gone
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I looked in a new mirror in a little town in a state
where my mother was intent on returning
who was this staring back at me
with no freckles and nothing but
bare flesh smoothed pink as honeyed ham
my old face left behind along with cousins grandparents
freckles and Paul
my mother once told me don’t worry
when you stop growing you can always have a nose job
my sister once watched me getting dressed and said
if you had my face you’d be perfect
years later my freckles found me at my newest
address and another boy asked to kiss me
and another and another
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In a Dry Season
Don Thompson

Awake again late at night
in a dry season
you hear rain begin to fall
only as memory.
It has to at first. Otherwise
that faint thrum overhead
and the sibilant spatter on glass
would be meaningless.
But now, there’s no doubt.
And sleep, so elusive,
comes back easily with the rain,
deep and untroubled,
breaking a long drought.
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When I Dream of You
Laurence Wensel
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When I Fall in Love with You
Laurence Wensel
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Her Hair
Brigid Brockway

My mom’s hair had been falling out and growing back all her life. When she was 40, it
all fell out and it never came back. It had come out in patches, so we barely noticed
when she went from a head of mostly-hair with bare patches to a bare head with hairy
patches. Later still, it wasn’t even that.
Painful cortisone shots in her scalp coaxed alien white fibers forth, but they were
so brittle they broke off in her hands. A stinky foam her doctor prescribed did nothing
but make her head smell like stinky foam. She deemed the cost of oral prednisone too
high—it turned her cruel, she said, it made her yell because it felt good to her to see
people hurt and unhappy. And so she got a catalog with Dolly Parton on the cover and
bought sensible short wigs on sale at two for $69. Her brother had been bald for years
and wore expensive works of human hair that you’d never guess weren’t growing from
his head; Mom said she didn’t need anything so fancy. She’s not trying to fool anybody,
she says, it’s just that seeing a bald lady makes people uncomfortable.
Her wig comes off the moment she sets foot inside the house. My dad says she
looks beautiful without it, and he’s right.
She has always said it was just hair. She has always said she doesn’t feel any less
beautiful; she likes the way she looks without hair.
And I believed her. Until the day my husband noticed my first bald spot.

I’d always known I could lose my hair. Alopecia runs in families, and autoimmune
disorders run rampant in mine. I always thought I wouldn’t mind my scalp letting go. I’d
shave what was left and wear hats or scarves or big pink and purple confections from the
costume shop. Or else I’d wear my head naked if I wanted to—unlike my mother, I do
not care if other people are comfortable.
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“Is it a bald spot, or just a thin spot?” I asked my husband. He placed his cool
fingers on the spot where the hair wasn’t, and then I knew.
If you’d asked me a minute before how I’d feel about a bald spot, I’d have
shrugged. I’d have told you that it didn’t matter, that it was just hair. But as I reached
back, as my husband guided my fingers to the silver-dollar sized naked spot, my
stomach dropped and my skin went bumpy like it does the moment I see a cop car’s
lights in my rearview. The spot’s nakedness felt obscene. I hated that it was there and I
hated that I cared it was there.
“Are you sure it’s not just a thin spot?” my mom asked. Mom’s voice gets high and
trembly and she babbles when she’s upset, like I do. “Lots of women’s hair thins out
when they get older. Your Aunt Margie has thin spots and she’s fine. It doesn’t mean
she’s going bald.”
I showed my mom the spot and she exhaled.
“Oh,” she said. “Oh. When do you see the doctor?”
I told her I didn’t plan to see a doctor, that I didn’t see the point.
“I lost my hair years ago,” she said. “They probably have way better stuff now.
Science is amazing. There’s no sense in not trying.”
So I went to the doctor. I said no to shots. The thought of needles in that tender
naked place made everything inside me shudder. I said no to stinky foam. I said no to
oral prednisone—I’m mean enough already. “Then I don’t know what else I can tell you,”
the doctor said.
“I just came here for my mom,” I said, and he nodded knowingly.

"Is it growing back?" Mom asked. "I was talking to one of the ladies in my church group,
and you know, they always ask about you. And anyway, one of the ladies, she has
thinning hair, and she just swears by emu oil, of all things. I asked her if it smells bad
and she said sure, but it works and it’s made of real emu if you can believe it, and you
just put it on your bald spot twice a day. But don’t stop using it if it doesn’t work at first.
It takes months, sometimes.”
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She paused. “Are you all right?” she asked. Her voice sounds guilty—as if she
ripped those hairs out of my head with her own hands.
I’m all right. But I’m a lot less all right than I thought I’d be.
I didn't try her church friend's emu oil. If I bought everything her church friends
swear by, I'd have a house full of snake oil and an empty bank account. But I tried nearly
everything else. Everyone who knew wanted to help, and I didn’t want to let them down.
Prenatal vitamins worked, after a fashion. The hair on my head did not grow back, but
my chin whiskers had never been so long or plentiful. The three-step hair regrowth
miracle that my stylist recommended did nothing but smelled nice. I went so far as to
buy henna, but the mix looked so much like a tub of goose shit I couldn’t force myself to
smear it on.
And then the spot grew back in on its own.
I get them all the time, now, the spots, and they always feel so much more
momentous then they are—like a tiny sore on your tongue that takes up every ounce of
your awareness. They come and they go, and sometimes I comb my hair over them and
sometimes I don’t. When the hair comes back, it’s not quite the same color or texture as
the hair around it. Sometimes the hairs are white, or even clear, and they break like
sugar glass in my hands.
And someday I may have mostly-hair with bare patches that slowly becomes a
bare head with hairy patches. And in this moment, I think that it won’t bother me, but I
know better.
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in morning
Zooey Ghostly

love is another thing
we count on our fingers
&
there's a hornets’ nest
of sympathy
in the texts your ex deleted
let's all hope
to be as warm
and meaningless
as a bodhisattva
or a bathtub
turn my name
into my name
into your name
into our name
empty my name
like an ashtray
or an envelope
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empty my name
until you find
a place to fit your fingers
//
i don't believe anymore
in grapefruit or palmwine
or the petitioning of thanks
the floorboards are louder
when you're home
(you're home)
//
we pushed another two fingers
between a rooftop
and a jawbone
//
my past was a church sign’s
worth of limbs
but we pray to house paint now
we pray to silent sheets
to the corners of our mouths
to each other's chanting ceiling fans
we pray to sinks that drain
the way we’d always dreamt
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to the thermostat
to the empty bags
we pray to each other by fingertip
us there
sweating in the unwashed sunlight
through the blinds
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The Old Apartment
Keith Welch

the bathroom carpet sprouted mushrooms overnight
in the tiny studio apartment over the carport
with the shit-brown rental shag
and ancient gas heater
I thought might smother me in my sleep
living on stilts up a rickety flight of stairs
does nothing for your self-esteem
nor will a diet of ramen and box mac & cheese
washed down with store-brand cola
I lived a brown life flavored with ramen
oozed caramel-colored lust
the faux-wood paneling and I were unrelieved
no touch of joy could survive that cursed space
as if the flat was built over a clown graveyard
If the apartment was haunted, it was by me
insomniac ravings muttered into my own ear
barely audible over the huck and hustle of late-night tv
the ghostly laughter of celebrity guests
the television a glowing portal to the other world
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Old Milk Bottle
Mitchell Grabois

Even serial killers have friends, says the poster in North Beach, San Francisco, the
letters superimposed on a woman’s face, marring her beauty.
Do they? Do they have friends, or is all they have left is a mother discarded like
an old milk bottle in a weedy lot, or a father whose long-time uneasy feelings have blown
up like a tumor in his gut?
I don’t have friends, and I’m not a serial killer, not even a jaywalker or a
tax evader.
A serial killer chews Pepto Bismal and Tums and buys a cheap pizza from Little
Caesar, and takes it home and eats it alone, watches a football game, and hopes that the
evangelist quarterback gets his spine severed (Let someone else do the heavy lifting
tonight). But you don’t have to be a serial killer to do that.
I had friends. Many died. More died than should have, statistically speaking. If all
my friends were still alive, the average lifespan would have to be a year or two more.
With greater frequency, dead people’s ashes are left in foreclosed houses. When
you find them, what should you do? Dig a hole and chuck them in, plant a rose bush in
the hole? The rest of your life, you catch the rose bush giving you dirty looks.
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Santa Domingo de Guzman
Mitchell Grabois

Santo Domingo de Guzman—his halo is a big, tarnished ten-peso note, and his holy
book is a loaf of stale bread. He’s fulfilled every boy’s dream—he’s got a pet monkey by
his side, but his monkey is unhappy. He’s got a bad cold and needs a decongestant, but
Guzman doesn’t have a decongestant and he doesn’t want to go to town to get some. It’s
too far, and it’s too hot, and he doesn’t have the money for it anyway.
Guzman is sad that his monkey is not feeling better. It’s depressing when you
have a pet monkey and he’s depressed. Hopefully he’ll feel better soon. The Virgin of the
Immaculate Conception is his neighbor, in the stucco apartment court. She is also
having trouble. It is a day for monkeys and virgins to have trouble and be depressed,
and it depresses Guzman. The sun is shining and everyone is depressed.
Guzman grabs the wrist of Jesus’ older brother and pulls him from the jaws of the
Puma Devil. The Puma Devil’s mouth is full of flames. Guzman says: See! We can do
something about our fate! Life gets better every day! Cheer up, people! It’s morning in
the Mezo-American Empire!
Guzman was living in our village at that time. I heard him make his proclamation,
and I thought he might be the governor and, though I was an orphan, I felt better.
When I was a boy I milked the goat. Mother did it until she died, quite young, in a
rock slide at the edge of our village. I put the first few squirts in a bowl for the cat, who
ran up and greedily lapped. At those times, Nicholas and Alexandra, my Toulouse Geese,
looked at each other. Then Nicholas stole forward and bit the cat on the base of her tail,
who jumped as if electrified. The geese laughed. So I knew early on that cats have short
memories and geese have a sense of humor, and I figured out one day that if they have a
sense of humor, they have a sense of tragedy and, if they have a sense of tragedy, they
have souls and suffer.
I took my geese to church one day, but the priest yelled at me and kicked us out.
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Cathedral
David Walker

I spoke tongues in church once –
surrounded by others speaking tongues.
I didn’t know what anyone was saying,
even myself, but they said that was
the point: just rejoice in being the instrument.
It was like a pick-up game of spirituality,
the pastor calling anyone feeling compelled
to the front. I stood cemented in the pew
as others already feeling the spirit trickled
down the aisles. I wondered if it was wrong
to only like church because the smell
of the bibles reminded me of our home
bookshelf. Was I going to Hell if I didn’t
feel God even here?
This pew was going to dry and harden
completely with me in it if I didn’t force
myself out into the murmuring expanse.
Suddenly, I was up front, wading in gibberish
and reddening faces – ties beginning to soak
at the end like damp wicks.
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If this were the playground, my mother
would have hooked her hand under
my shoulder and pulled me away from
the crowd of strangers. Instead, I looked
past the pulsating throng to her in the pew
pushing back proud tears. My mouth had
not stopped forming meaningless syllables.
Above me, in the background, there was
a crucifix statue hanging precariously
over a small pool for baptisms. I imagined
Christ pleading forgiveness on my behalf
to his Father. The tested excuse of ignorance
already used up for His murderers and faking
tongues not measuring up, He offered up fear
as motive.
Salvation, at this point in my life, had felt
like a secret whispered underwater. So I let
my vocal cords vibrate, my tongue wet my lips,
my voice push bubbles out – hoping there was
an actual message to translate. I was breathless
by the time we filed back to our pews.
My mom ran polished nails through my hair
when I returned. She beamed the rest of the sermon,
only I felt emptier. If I was God’s instrument for
that brief time, he had found me practice-grade.
Unfit for more than a few brittle notes. I stood
feeling as if my lungs were only expanding
and contracting, void of the melody of His breath.
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Some days, I feel closer to God lying beside
my wife at night than I did that day. Some days,
I imagine windy days as God desperately blowing
in any direction hoping to catch the hollow body
of my faith – and those are the days I snatch my
son from the living room couch and pretend
we are both untethered wind chimes blowing
across our backyard.
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On an Island in the North Atlantic
Liza Docken

Horses in the neighbor’s field
the one
who stands outside the abandoned house
staring at the door
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Whiteout
Cassie Hottenstein

I have a hand stretched
somewhere beyond the fuzz
of a wrist severed by
snow. I have a body
beyond what I can see—I feel
pulse slowing, skin blueing,
legs wet, wading through mist.
How easy it is to lose myself
in April morning, one limb at a time,
a static feel climbing upwards
until I am just a mind
shivering in a bony jar,
waiting for May, a chance to
re-bloom.
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Smear
Alexis Karr
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The Forgotten
Alexis Karr
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Fall Colors in FL
Suzanne Austin-Hill
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Killing Time
Eleazar Zuniga

The sunshine streaked down upon the loose dirt under the tree, its leaves providing a
pockmarked pattern on the purple, open belly of the young goat. My father worked the
pocketknife nimbly with his right hand while pulling apart the rib cage with his left,
evoking a loud crack.
“Here,” he handed me the mother of pearl pommel stained with blood. My hand
gripped the knife loosely, the blood seeping onto my skin, the morning breeze softly
drying the red ink. The animal’s glass eyes focused on the clear morning above. Not
looking back at me, my father reached for his knife. He spilled the large stomach sack
into a tin green basin and the curled the bruised colored tripe over the stomach. I took
the basin by the handles. The steam of the organs and the scent of drying blood forced
me to breathe the smell of death.
“Hold her tight!” Father told me earlier that morning. The young goat struggled
against my grip. “Stretch the neck out.”
At seventeen, I did my best to follow his commands, but the incessant bleating of
the terrified animal weakened my resolve. My eyes looked away as the knife searched for
the entry point. The tightened skin tore with a muffled pop. The loud bleating broke off
into a gurgling sound. The animal twitched a couple times, took one last breath, and fell
limply in my hands.
“You should learn,” my father advised, but I said nothing. My mind raced back
into the past, thirteen years before, where I sat under the wooden porch of our Reynosa
home playing with dirt.

Roooooom! Peep! Peep! Wiuuu! Stubby legs covered in scabs pushed the small yellow
steel dump truck I received the Christmas before. The aluminum axles of the toy
squeaked and complained under my weight.
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The dialogue between different characters carried on seamlessly with the
same voice.
“Oh no!” The imaginary driver told his medic.
“What happened?” his partner asked.
“There’s been an accident!”
The sirens blared once more and the imaginary paramedics reached the scene. By
the entrance of the house, three small golden chicks in a small wire birdcage went about
their daily business. Sure of myself, I took one and laid it down. The confused animal
struggled, getting back on its feet time and time again. To play out the imaginary scene,
I pushed the dump truck over the fidgeting body of the innocent bird. The tiny creature
blinked twice, breathed heavily, and then lay still.
I picked up the limp body; the game continued. “We need to help him!” said the
make-believe driver. The delicate bird’s head dangled between my right index finger and
thumb. I shook it once, twice, thrice, but his eyes never opened. Confused, I sat on the
edge of the porch. I cradled the chick in my hands while my feet etched shapes into the
dirt. The fine dust collected until the brown straps of my shoes and the light skin of my
feet became indistinguishable from one another. As the sun dipped beyond the horizon
and the large mesquite tree threw its shadows on the porch, my mother came and asked
why I sat there.
“He’s not moving.” I held the chick up.
“What happened?” She asked, taking the stiff corpse from my hand.
“I was playing and then—” I paused. “I don’t know.” My words caught in my
throat without an explanation.
“He’s asleep,” My mother explained.
“Wake him up. Put him with his brothers.”
“No,” she said. “He’s not waking up again.”
I lay in bed that night waiting for the sound of the screen door to announce my
father’s homecoming. My parents spoke in hushed voices. After a while, my mother
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came into the bedroom and sat at my bedside. My father leaned against the doorway.
“Sleeping forever” seemed the simplest way to explain death to a four-year-old. I
understood the idea, except for the part of no coming back.
“So if I die, do I come back?” I asked while my mother laid the patchwork quilt
over me.
“Go to sleep.”

The axe came down on the goat’s carcass with a crack and a thud. As the meat and bone
broke apart, I tossed them into the scalding copper saucepan. Immediately, the pink
flesh steamed and browned against the hot surface. The blood-red puree of chili, spices,
and tomato sauce came after. I thought back on the bleating of the animal and
understood my father’s words: “It’s always easier killing a lamb.”
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